As most robust combinatorial min-max and min-max regret problems with discrete uncertainty sets are NP-hard, research into approximation algorithm and approximability bounds has been a fruitful area of recent work. A simple and wellknown approximation algorithm is the midpoint method, where one takes the average over all scenarios, and solves a problem of nominal type. Despite its simplicity, this method still gives the best-known bound on a wide range of problems, such as robust shortest path, or robust assignment problems.
Introduction
We consider uncertain optimization problems of the form min{c t x : x ∈ X ⊆ R n }
where X is the set of feasible solutions, and c is an uncertain objective function that comes from some uncertainty set U. Two popular approaches to reformulate such an uncertain problem to a robust counterpart are min-max optimization 
Knapsack not approx. not approx. Table 1 : Current best known approximation guarantees (UB) for unbounded number of scenarios K, and best known inapproximability results (LB) (see [KZ16] ).
where opt(c) = min y∈X c t y is used as an additional normalization term. In particular for combinatorial problems where X ⊆ {0, 1} n , problems of this type have received significant attention in the research literature, see, e.g., the surveys [KY97, ABV09, KZ16] on this topic. In this paper we focus on the case of discrete uncertainty, i.e., the uncertainty set is of the form U = {c 1 , . . . , c K } ⊂ R n .
For most combinatorial problems where the deterministic version can be solved in polynomial time (e.g., shortest path, spanning tree, selection), both robust counterparts turn out to be NP-hard. Therefore, the approximability of such problems has been analyzed (see, e.g., [ABV07] ).
A popular approximation algorithm due to its generality and simplicity is the midpoint method (see, e.g., [CG15] ). The idea is to define a new scenarioĉ := 1 K i∈ [K] c i , which is the average of all scenarios in the uncertainty set, and to solve a nominal problem with respect to these costs. This method is known to be a K-approximation algorithm for both min-max and min-max regret optimization. In the case of interval uncertainty, this approach even gives a 2-approximation [KZ06, Con12] . Quite surprisingly, this is still the best known approximation guarantee for several problems, see Table 1 . In column "Fix K", we denote if an FPTAS is known for the problem with fixed number of scenarios K.
In this paper a simple improvement of the midpoint approach is presented, where the basic idea is not to aggregate all scenarios into a single scenario, but into a sufficiently small set of scenarios instead. We show that if the min-max problem for a constant number of scenarios is sufficiently approximable, then there is a polynomial-time εK-approximation for any constant ε > 0. With a slight modification, this also holds for min-max regret. This result hence improves all entries of Table 1 where the bestknown approximation is K and the column "Fix K" is checked. Interestingly, this also leads to the first-ever approximation algorithm for min-max knapsack problems with unbounded K.
Note that this method is not a PTAS. While PTAS exist for most problems when K is fixed, they have exponential runtime in K. Our approach remains polynomial in K, but does not give a constant approximation guarantee.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present our improved approximation algorithm in the case of min-max robustness, and discuss its application to min-max regret in Section 3. We describe a small computational experiment on our approach in Section 4 before we conclude the paper in Section 5.
Min-Max Approximation
In this section, we show how to improve the K-approximation algorithm for the min-max problem to a εK-approximation algorithm for any constant ε > 0, if a 2-approximation is available for a fixed number of scenarios. The basic idea is the following. Let us assume we have K = 16 scenarios. Solving the robust problem with all 16 scenarios would yield a 1-approximation (i.e., an optimal solution). Solving the problem with only one aggregated scenario gives a 16-approximation. We show that intermediate scenario aggregations also yield intermediate approximation guarantees (see Figure 1 ). Now let us assume we would like to have a K/2-approximation algorithm. We could aggregate to two scenarios, and solve the resulting problem. However, solving a min-max problem with only two scenarios is usually already NP-hard. Hence, we aggregate to four scenarios instead (which would give a K/4-approximation, which is more than we need), and solve this problem with an algorithm that guarantees a 2-approximation. In total, this method then yields a 2 · K/4 = K/2-approximation. In the following, we explain the details of this procedure.
For simplicity, we assume K = 2 k here, but our results readily extend to any K. Let any partition of [K] into sets S j with cardinality 2 be given j ∈ [K/2]. For each
, c j is the midpoint scenario of scenario set S j .
Lemma 1. Let x be an optimal solution for the min-max problem with scenario set U = {c 1 , . . . , c K/2 }. Then, x is a 2-approximation for the min-max problem with scenario set U.
Proof. Let x be an optimal solution for U, and x * an optimal solution for U. Let i * = argmax i∈[K] c t i x be the index of the worst-case scenario in U with respect to x, and choose j * such that i * ∈ S j * = {j * 1 , j * 2 }. Then
We repeatedly apply Lemma 1 to reduce the number of scenarios. Denote by U(k) the original scenario set U containing all scenarios. After the first level of aggregation we end up with scenario set U(k − 1) containing 2 k−1 scenarios. Repeating the aggregation process we create sets U( ) for from k to 0.
Corollary 2. Applying Lemma 1 repeatedly, we get a scenario set U( ) with 2 scenarios such that solving the min-max problem with respect to U( ) gives a 2 k− = K/2 -approximation for the min-max problem with scenario set U.
We present an instance where the approximation guarantee obtained in Corollary 2 is tight for the min-max shortest path problem. Let K = 2 k be the number of scenarios and 2 the number of scenarios that are used in the aggregation. Consider the instance of the shortest path problem presented in Figure 2 . The top path is divided into 2 blocks of r := 2 k− edges. All edges in the i th block have cost 1 in scenario (i − 1) · r + 1 and 0 cost in all other scenarios. Hence, the objective value of the top path is equal to r. the cost structure for the bottom path is different: The i th edge of the bottom path has cost 1 in the i th scenario and cost 0 in all other scenarios. Hence, the objective value of the bottom path is 1. Consider the aggregation schema as in Figure 1 . For both paths it holds that after the aggregation the cost of an edge of the i th block has cost 1 r in the i th aggregated scenario and 0 in all other aggregated scenarios. Hence, both paths are identical with respect to the aggregated scenarios and the optimal solution of the aggregated problem may consist of the top instead of the bottom path. This leads to a gap of 2 k− = K/2 . Lemma 3. A solution that is an α-approximation for U( ) is also an (αK/2 )-approximation for U.
Proof. Analogously to the proof of Lemma 1.
We can now state the main result of this section. Figure 2 : An instance of the min-max shortest path problem for which the approximation guarantee of Corollary 2 is tight. All edges share a similar cost structure: The cost is 1 in one scenario and 0 in all other scenarios. We represent this by the unit vectors e 1 , . . . , e K .
Theorem 4. Let a constant 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1 be given. If there exists a 2-approximation algorithm for the min-max problem with a fixed number of scenarios, there exists a polynomial-time algorithm that gives an (εK)-approximation for the min-max problem.
Proof. Let ε ≤ 1 be constant. We choose := log 1 ε + 1 . According to Corollary 2 we construct the set U( ) with 2 scenarios. Using the 2-approximation algorithm for the min-max problem with a fixed number of scenarios, we find a 2-approximation for U( ). Using Lemma 1, we conclude that the solution is a 2·2 k− = 2K/2
Note that the running time of this procedure is polynomial since the value of and, therefore, also , is fixed.
Corollary 5. For the min-max shortest path, spanning tree, selection, and knapsack problem with unbounded number of scenarios K, there exists a polynomial-time (εK)-approximation algorithm for any fixed ε > 0.
As examples, let us consider the min-max selection and shortest path problems. For both problems we need a 2-approximation algorithm for the min-max problem with a fixed number of scenarios.
• For selection, there exists an FPTAS that finds for a fixed number of scenarios K a (1 +ε)-approximation with running time O pK ñ εK −1 (see [KZ07] ). Hence, using Theorem 4, an (εK)-approximation is possible in O p 4 ε n by aggregating toK = 2 log 1 ε +1 scenarios, and approximating the resulting problem with a factor 2, i.e., choosingε = 1.
• For shortest path, there exists an FPTAS that finds for a fixed number of scenariosK a (1 +ε)-approximation with running time in O nmK εK −1 , which makes it possible to find an (εK)-approximation in time O mn 4 ε by aggregating tõ K = 2 log 1 ε +1 scenarios, and approximating the resulting problem with a factor 2, i.e. choosingε = 1.
Min-Max Regret Approximation
To translate the results obtained for min-max to min-max regret problems we need to modify the aggregation procedure, as the following example shows.
Example 6. Consider the min-max regret shortest path instance shown in Figure 3a . There are four scenarios. An optimal solution is to take the path in the middle with a regret of 1. If we aggregate the first two and the last two scenarios, we arrive at the instance shown in Figure 3b . Here, an optimal solution (with perceived regret 1) is to take the top path; but its true regret is 4. Hence, in this example, we obtain only a 4-approximation and not a 2-approximation as in the case of the min-max objective function. Lemma 7. Solving the generalized min-max regret problem (*) on U = {c 1 , . . . , c K/2 } is a 2-approximation for U.
Proof. Let x be optimal for problem (*), and x * optimal for the original problem with uncertainty set U. Again, denote by i * = argmax i∈[K] c t i x − opt(c i ) and choose j * such that i * ∈ S j * = {j * 1 , j * 2 }. Then
Note that the arguments used in the proof of Lemma 7 can be generalized to the case where scenarios are aggregated repeatedly, i.e., we aggregate to sets S j with more than two elements. Similar to Corollary 2 we obtain:
Corollary 8. Given an aggregated scenario set U( ) where each of the 2 scenarios is given as c j :=
The optimal solution of the generalized min-max regret problem
yields an (K/2 )-approximation of the min-max regret problem with scenario set U.
Similar to min-max, we can use a 2-approximation for the generalized min-max regret problem with a fixed number of scenarios to obtain an ( K)-approximation for the minmax regret problem. Using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 4 we obtain:
Theorem 9. Let a constant 0 < ε ≤ 1 be given. If there exists a 2-approximation algorithm for the generalized min-max regret problem with a fixed number of scenarios, then there exists a polynomial-time algorithm that gives an (εK)-approximation for the min-max regret problem.
Note that in our construction of the generalized problem, we have d(c i ) ≤ opt(c i ). Hence, we can use the same proof as in [ABV07] using the FPTAS for multi-objective spanning tree to show that there is an FPTAS for our generalized min-max regret spanning tree problem. The same approach applies to the min-max regret selection problem.
Furthermore, we can modify any generalized min-max regret shortest path problem by adding an edge from s to t with costs d(c i ) in scenario i. We create an additional scenario where the costs of each edge is 0, and the costs of the new edge is a sufficiently large value M . As d(c i ) ≤ opt(c i ), we can then solve a classic min-max regret problem on this instance, giving the same objective value as before. Hence, the FPTAS for min-max regret shortest path (see [ABV07] ) can also be applied to our generalized problem.
Corollary 10. For the min-max regret shortest path, spanning tree, and selection problem with unbounded number of scenarios K, there exists a polynomial-time (εK)-approximation algorithm for any fixed ε > 0.
Computational Experiments
In this section, we present a small test of the proposed aggregation method on randomly generated instances. As benchmark problem we use the shortest path problem. We define a complete layered graph G with 10 layers and width 4. The scenario set consists of 16 randomly generated scenarios. The cost of each edge is chosen uniformly in [0, 1] for each scenario. In the first step, we begin with the full set of scenarios. Next, we half the number of scenarios by aggregating them pairwise. This is repeated till we end up with a single scenario. In each step, we solve the min-max shortest path problem with the corresponding set of scenarios. To solve these problems, we solve an IP formulation of the problem using CPLEX. Note that in the last step, where the uncertainty set consists only of a single scenario, only a classic shortest path problem needs to be solved. At the end, we evaluate the performance of the computed paths by computing their worst case cost using the original set of 16 scenarios. To average the results we divide the performance of each solution by the performance of the optimal solution.
The aggregation scheme presented in Figure 1 proposes to aggregate always two consecutive scenarios. This is arbitrary, and any other aggregation rule can be used in practice to improve the performance of the method. Beside the aggregation of consecutive scenarios, we also tested to aggregate similar scenarios. To this end, we computed a perfect matching between the different scenarios. We set the cost of matching scenario i with scenario j to the euclidean distance of scenario i and j.
The results of the experiment, averaged over 1000 instances, are shown in Figure 4 . It can be seen that the more involved aggregation rule based on scenario similarity does indeed gives better results for intermediate aggregation levels. For full or no aggregation, the aggregation rule is of course irrelevant. Note also that the relative performance of the aggregated solutions is far below the theoretical performance guarantee. Interestingly, for the aggregation scheme based on similarity, there seems to exist a roughly linear relationship between the number of scenarios and the relative worst case performance.
Conclusions
The midpoint method is a central approximation algorithm in robust optimization. Despite its simplicity, is has been the best-known method for several classic combinatorial problems. In this paper we presented a simple variant of the method, where the uncertainty set is not aggregated to a single scenario, but to a sufficiently small set of scenarios instead. This reduced scenario set is then approximated using, e.g., an FPTAS for discrete uncertainty of constant size. Our approach can be used to find polynomial time (εK)-approximations for any constant ε ∈ [0, 1], thus improving several currently known best approximability results. Our results hold for any aggregation scheme. However, for practical purposes, aggregating similar scenarios is reasonable, so as to preserve the structure of the uncertainty set as far as possible. To quantify this effect we considered a computational experiment using random shortest path instances. Our results indicate that approximation guarantees are considerably smaller on these instances than the theoretical bounds suggest, and that aggregating similar scenarios does indeed improve the quality of solutions.
